Graph Neural Networks for Particle Reconstruction in High Energy Physics detectors
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Abstract

Pattern recognition problems in high energy physics are notably different from traditional machine learning applications in computer vision. Reconstruction algorithms identify and measure the kinematic properties of particles produced in high energy collisions and recorded with complex detector systems. Two critical applications are the reconstruction of charged particle trajectories in tracking detectors and the reconstruction of particle showers in calorimeters. These two problems have unique challenges and characteristics, but both have high dimensionality, high degree of sparsity, and complex geometric layouts. Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) are a relatively new class of deep learning architectures which can deal with such data effectively, allowing scientists to incorporate domain knowledge in a graph structure and learn powerful representations leveraging that structure to identify patterns of interest. In this work we demonstrate the applicability of GNNs to these two diverse particle reconstruction problems.

1 Introduction

The reconstruction of particle collision events in high energy physics experiments such as those at the Large Hadron Collider [9] involves challenging pattern recognition tasks. Particle detectors such as ATLAS [1] and CMS [6] are 40m long, 25m diameter instruments with complex geometry and sparse...
high dimensional data. Specialized detector sub-systems and algorithms are used to reconstruct the different types and properties of particles produced in collisions. For example, charged particle trajectories are reconstructed from spacepoint measurements (“hits”) in tracking detectors, and particle showers are reconstructed from clusters in calorimeters. The upgraded High-Luminosity LHC [2], expected to begin operation in 2026, will deliver increased collision data rates and volumes to the experiments, presenting challenges for current reconstruction solutions.

The traditional approach to particle track reconstruction utilizes combinatorial search algorithms guided by a Kalman Filter. These algorithms are highly tuned for physics performance in today’s LHC conditions, but are inherently sequential and scale poorly to the expected HL-LHC conditions with $O(10^4)$ particles and $O(10^5)$ hits in each event. The expected challenges of deploying the traditional tracking solutions to HL-LHC data motivated the formation of the HEP.TrkX project to investigate potential new solutions with modern deep learning techniques [11, 10].

In this paper we present our work to apply Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) to the particle track and shower reconstruction problems. GNNs were first introduced in [16] and have been applied to a growing variety of problems including social networks, knowledge graphs, recommender systems, and 3D shape analysis [19, 5]. They were first studied for particle tracking applications in [10] and were also studied for the problem of particle and event classification in [3, 13, 15, 7].

2 Methodology

For both tracking and calorimeter cluster problems, we define a graph representation of the data using individual detector measurements as nodes and then constructing edges between nodes with heuristics based on domain knowledge. The GNN models used are based on the Interaction Networks architecture [4]. The primary task of the GNN is to associate detector elements together by classifying the edges of the graph.

2.1 Tracking

For track finding, we consider only tracks and hits in the barrel region of the detector. The graph is constructed so that the nodes are the hits recorded by the detector and the edges are connections of the hits between adjacent detector layers that pass a pre-defined filter that is tuned to be efficient for tracks resulting from high transverse momentum particles. In the input graphs, node features are the three cylindrical coordinates ($r, \phi, z$) and edge features are the difference of the coordinates ($\Delta \eta, \Delta \phi$). The edge labels are 1 if two hits come from the same track, and 0 otherwise.

The GNN architecture has three components: an encoder which transforms input node and edge features into their latent representations, a graph module which performs message passing to update latent features, and an output module which computes edge classification scores. A diagram of the architecture is shown in figure 1. The encoder uses two fully-connected 2-layer networks for transforming node and edge features, respectively. The initial latent features of the nodes and edges are collectively named $H_0$. The graph module is applied recursively to the latent features. At each iteration $i$ the initial features $H_0$ are concatenated onto the current features $H_i$. This shortcut connection was empirically found to improve model performance. The graph module also uses two fully-connected 2-layer networks, one which computes updated edge features and one which computes updated node features using aggregated incoming edge features. After $N$ iterations of the graph module, the output module takes the last latent features $H_N$ and uses a 2-layer fully-connected network to produce classification scores for every edge. All fully-connected layers use a hidden size of 128 and ReLU activation functions, except the final layer of the output module which uses sigmoid activation. We found that using $N = 8$ graph iterations gave the best model performance.

2.2 Calorimeter clustering

Similar methodologies to those in tracking can be employed to identify energy deposits that should be clustered together to form physically meaningful objects. In fact, with some minor modifications the same variety of edge classification networks used in the tracking problems described above can be immediately applied to the problem of calorimetry. If instead of requiring the final output graph to be a collection of tracks, we allow the output graph to be a mesh on a point cloud and label those edges, an energy cluster can be identified. Moreover, instead of simply being ‘true’ or ‘false’ edges...
the particle type of the edge can also be encoded and inferred. This can be achieved with a graph neural network using architectures similar to those demonstrated for tracking as well as networks where the graph is determined dynamically [14]. Here we will focus on the static graph networks and demonstrate results for future calorimeters in particle physics experiments [8].

In particular, we have studied the application of message passing networks to the task of calorimeter clustering, yielding initial promising results. The calorimeter clustering problem is very similar to the tracking problem except that there may be more than two true edges connected to an input node. We cast the task of calorimeter clustering as an operation on an initial static graph generated with a simple algorithm like k-Nearest-Neighbours (kNN), passing messages to generate features for classifying those edges as true or false. Here we are using kNN as stand-in for a lightweight reconstruction algorithm as a first pass to generate a graph on the data. The parameter k was chosen such that there was at least one true edge between all hits in the same truth-level cluster after applying the algorithm. Smaller k results in lower clustering efficiency, depending on the use of noise suppression k can be in the range of 8-24. In particular, these networks use the ‘EdgeConv’ operator defined in [18], and it was found that concatenating the intermediate hidden states in the output stage improved the rate of model convergence by about a factor of two compared to using no such shortcuts. A diagram of the GNN architecture used for calorimeter clustering is shown in figure 2.

The tracking results are based on the TrackML challenge data [17] generated by the ACTS framework [12]. This dataset simulates the very dense environment in the HL-LHC with 200 interactions per bunch crossing on average.

The GNN is trained on an NVIDIA V100 GPU for about 2 epochs in about two hours, resulting in the performance showed in figure 3. With a threshold of 0.5 on the GNN output, the edge efficiency, defined as the ratio of the number of true edges passing the threshold over the number of total true edges, reaches 95.9%, and the purity, defined as the ratio of the number of true edges passing the threshold over the number of total edges passing the threshold, is 95.7%. Guided by the GNN outputs, a simple algorithm is used to reconstruct track candidates. The algorithm makes iterative visits to all hits from inside to outside and reconstructs a best track candidate for the hit in question. Each hit is used only by one track so no ambiguity resolving is needed. This step is called “Connecting The Dots” (CTD). Using the GNN and CTD together reconstructs about 95% of true tracks that can be reconstructed in the graph across the transverse momentum range from 100 MeV to 5 GeV beyond which lacks statistics.

Ongoing work in reconstructing tracks with GNNs includes extending the method to whole detector data and improving the performance of the CTD post-processing algorithm to recover lost efficiency.

3 Results

The tracking results are based on the TrackML challenge data [17] generated by the ACTS framework [12]. This dataset simulates the very dense environment in the HL-LHC with 200 interactions per bunch crossing on average.

The GNN is trained on an NVIDIA V100 GPU for about 2 epochs in about two hours, resulting in the performance showed in figure 3. With a threshold of 0.5 on the GNN output, the edge efficiency, defined as the ratio of the number of true edges passing the threshold over the number of total true edges, reaches 95.9%, and the purity, defined as the ratio of the number of true edges passing the threshold over the number of total edges passing the threshold, is 95.7%. Guided by the GNN outputs, a simple algorithm is used to reconstruct track candidates. The algorithm makes iterative visits to all hits from inside to outside and reconstructs a best track candidate for the hit in question. Each hit is used only by one track so no ambiguity resolving is needed. This step is called “Connecting The Dots” (CTD). Using the GNN and CTD together reconstructs about 95% of true tracks that can be reconstructed in the graph across the transverse momentum range from 100 MeV to 5 GeV beyond which lacks statistics.

Ongoing work in reconstructing tracks with GNNs includes extending the method to whole detector data and improving the performance of the CTD post-processing algorithm to recover lost efficiency.
In the context of calorimetry, we have achieved results separately for muon, photon, and pion energy deposits in the CMS High-Granularity Calorimeter (HGCAL). Each variety of particle deposits energy in the calorimeter in a qualitatively different way, with different expected fluctuations in their energy deposition patterns. Pion showers in particular are the most difficult since they exhibit large variability in their shower transverse profile as a function of the shower depth within the calorimeter. In each case, with examples for photon in figure 4 and pion in figure 5, we have observed excellent performance for correctly associating energy together using the predictions of these networks. For muons we found 99% efficiency with 90% purity, photons we are able to attain 99% efficiency and purity, and for pions we are able to attain better than 90% purity and efficiency. The purity of muons is driven by the large amount of noise hits and edges present in the training sample. All of these measurements are made in dedicated single particle samples for each type of particle, the next step of these tests are to move to variable multi-particle final states such as the decays of $\tau$ leptons and then multi-particle jets created in LHC physics events.

This indicates great potential for discovering GNN architectures which can scale to very large number of edges and that can handle multiple high energy particle physics reconstruction tasks. This, in turn, would allow computing centers for high energy physics to focus on certain types of acceleration and better determine where to spend resources and effort in order to become as efficient as possible.

Ongoing work for GNN applications in calorimetry includes studies on how to reconstruct multiple particle types simultaneously using new network architectures which can assign categories to edges. In addition, we are exploring how to better deal with overlapping showers and fractional assignment of calorimeter hit energy into cluster, both of which will be necessary to achieve the best performance.
Figure 5: x and y projections of edge classification in a pion shower within the CMS HGCal. The input graph is derived using kNN. The vertical axis in each case is the calorimeter layer number. A score cut of 0.5 is used to identify true edges in this case and edges are labelled according to being true positives (yellow), true negatives (blue), false positives (green), and false negatives (red).

for the HGCal. Finally, explorations into deploying these networks for Liquid Argon Time Projection Chambers are in their initial stages.

4 Conclusion

We have demonstrated that Graph Neural Networks on Point Clouds are suitable for both tracking and calorimetry in high energy physics, having promising physics performance and good scalability. For the track finding problem, the GNNs combined with a simple connecting-the-dot algorithm results in a relative efficiency of over 95% for all particles. Ongoing work is recovering the inefficiency introduced by each selection. For the calorimeter clustering problem, we have found that very similar graph network architectures yield promising solutions. In the individual clustering problems used for testing so far we have found excellent energy collection efficiency, as well as efficiencies and purities better than 90% even in the most difficult scenarios. The next step will be to connect the dots as in the tracking algorithms and derive useful physics quantities from the collections of connected calorimeter energy deposits.
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Software Availability

The software and the documentation needed to reproduce the results of this article are available at
https://github.com/exatrkx/exatrkx-neurips19
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